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Semi-Quantitative Risk Assessment of Linear Infrastructure
Why Complete a Semi-quantitative Risk Assessment?
CGL has developed its Phase One geotechnical and geoenvironmental desk study capability for linear infrastructure such
as overhead lines along with its digital imagery consultancy provision to provide site-specific Semi-Quantitative Risk
Assessments (SQRA's). Using high-resolution satellite imagery, LiDAR and GIS data sets, combined with extensive ground
engineering expertise CGL can delineate and assess the risk that geotechnical hazards pose to linear projects. Assessment
of these hazards at an early stage saves time and money by targeting site walkovers and intrusive site investigations to
where they are needed most and may later form the basis for a geotechnical risk register for the site.

Hazard Identification
Using CGL's ground engineering experience to set out site and hazard-specific criteria CGL can identify the likelihood of a
hazard being present at discrete locations along the project route, the severity/consequence of the hazard occurrence
and provide a tower risk rating assessment.

Typical hazards assessed include:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Compressible soils
Exposed or shallow bedrock
Soluble ground and dissolution features
Landslides
Running sands
Glaciotectonic rafts
Buried glacial channels

Use of LiDAR data to delineate slope hazards with respect to pylon tower location
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Semi-Quantitative Risk Assessment of Linear Infrastructure
Adding Value
By combing British Geological Survey (BGS) data with
CGL's processing, interpretation and analysis of Sentinel2 Earth Satellite Imagery, CGL can cross-check historical
BGS mapping and borehole data to more accurately
delineate potential geotechnical soils hazards at a site
that may only be inferred on BGS mapping. For example,
delineating peat deposits using Sentinel and BGS data
allows for identification of where there may be a risk to
an overhead transmission tower from compressible soils,
reduced uplift capacity or slope stability hazards which
may be caused by the presence of peat deposits.
Early-stage assessment of what hazards are present
along the route allows for intrusive site investigations
targeted to specific locations and hazards for further
evaluation and provision of a Geotechnical Risk Register
for the clients’ ongoing works.

Use of Sentinel-2 satellite data to delineate the potential for
peat deposits; BGS peat mapping shown as hatched markings
and Sentinel peat/compressible ground detected as yellow

Example output figure showing the risk rating at discrete tower locations as Very Low (Green), Low (Yellow),
Elevated (Orange) or High (Red)
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